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The secret to the magic card is the pocket in the card base. The slider has two parts: a 
stamped image on a window sheet and the same stamped image, colored, on a piece of 
cardstock. The slider pieces are attached at the top only. When inserted in the card base, 
the window sheet goes over the front of the middle pocket and the cardstock goes 
behind it, so that they come together as you pull the slider up, out of the card base. 
 



Magic Card Tutorial 
By Julie Davison, www.juliedavison.com 

 
 

1. Start with an 8 ½” x 11” piece of cardstock. Score 
in quarters (at 4 ¼” and turn to score at 5 ½”) 

2. Cut off the bottom left quarter, “C” in the 
diagram. 

3. Trim ¼” off the bottom and 1/8” off the inside 
side of square “D”. This flap will fold up and be 
in the middle of your Magic Card. 

4. Use the Circle Scissor Plus or a punch or make a 
window in square “A”. This will be the front of 
your card. (Note: In the diagram, the front of the 
card is the BACK side of square A.) 

5. Optional: Punch a half circle notch at the top of 
Square “A” in the center about your window. 

6. Line up the 3 ½” x 5” piece of cardstock  (for the 
slider) in the window so the top edges meet. 
Stamp your image in the center. 

7. Remove slider from card and line it up with a 
window sheet cut to the same size. Use the Stamp-a-ma-jig to stamp the image again on 
the window sheet. (Use Staz-On ink on the window sheet.) 

8. Color the image on the cardstock. Use a thin line of 2-way glue to adhere the top of the 
cardstock to the top of the window sheet.  (Or use a small amount of SNAIL adhesive in 
the center.) Make sure the images line up and trim extra window sheet/cardstock if 
needed. 

9. Optional: Use the circle punch to create a tab for the slider. Fold it in half at the top of 
the slider and adhere with a sticky strip. Add a staple, eyelet, or brad, if desired. 

10. Fold the card base. First, fold square 
D up on to square B. Then fold 
Square A over  (like you would on a 
standard card). Use strips of 
adhesive along the edges of the card 
so the slider has room to move up 
and down. (See photo for placement 
of  three adhesive strips.) ** DO 
NOT adhere the top of the card shut! 

 

 
 
 


